Don’t forget to send us the photograph of
your wall decal - Please do post photos
on our Facebook page and let us know
your feedback.

We also do
custom designs
Share any idea of yours
Send us photograph of your home /
ofﬁce
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 Any Design in you like









Complete Room / Featured wall
Designs
Making a Silhouette Portrait
Birthday Party Greetings
Anniversary Greetings
Ceiling Decals
Signs for Commercial Business
Informative Signs for Ofﬁces
Any of your Favorite Quote!

Just Call Us

It usually
takes less
than 10
minutes

to apply
your
Vinyl
Decals

You will Need!
Application Tool

Masking Tape

Scissors

(provided)

Measure Tape

Know your wall decal
Transfer Sheet
Vinyl Decal

From creation of many beautiful designs, listing
them on online stores, processing your orders until
they are pack and dispatched there are countless
efforts of many hours and lot of creative skills. We
have tried our best to have your experience BEST If you are happy to have it on your wall, please give
us positive ratings. Your quick appreciations can
come to us only in this way!

Web
www.simransinnan.com
www.facebook.com/SimranSinnan

If for any reason you are not satisﬁed please do call
us. We would like to know reason for not being
happy...

Email
General: info@SimranSinnan.com
Sales: sales@SimranSinnan.com

Dis
claimer: SimranSinnan’s wall decals may
caus
e neighbor jealousy, uncontrollable wall
touchi
ng, decal addiction, inability to leave the
house,
recurring nightmares about wall decal world
domination, uncontrollable urges to hug your walls, lack of
blinking or the inability to ﬂuctuate voice volume when
speaking about wall decals :)

Backing Paper

home decor & fashion studio

Contact
+92 336 1515 333
+92 347 5151 335
Work Hours
Monday to Friday
11:00 AM to 9:00PM

Preparing your wall decal
After removing
from box, unroll
the design and
lay it ﬂat on a
hard surface you
may let it rest for
about 24 hours
so it ﬂattens out
and acclimates
to its
environment.
When you’re ready to start putting up your decal. Take the
application tool (white squeegee card) and use medium pressure
to go over the top layer. This will remove any air bubbles and
make sure that vinyl is sticking to the transfer sheet. Flip it over
and repeat the process.
* If your decal curls up, you can weigh it down with books.

Instructions for How to put a
WALL DECAL - It is a DIY job
There are multiple ways to install your decal, the example shown
here is called a center hinge method. If the decal allows it, you
may also use the top hinge or side hinge method. For video
instructions, visit us at our Facebook page & see Wall Decals
Installation videos in video section
Use a damp cloth
to clean your wall.
Let the wall dry
completely before
proceeding. This step
is important because
walls have dust
particles and residue
that could affect the
adhesion of the wall
decal. You will need to
allow a freshly painted wall to cure 2-3 weeks before installing
your decal.
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Position your
decal on the wall
with masking tape. If
your decal came in
multiple pieces, we
suggest starting with
the largest piece ﬁrst.
When you’re happy
with the placement, proceed by taping the decal across the
middle with a long strip of masking tape
Slowly peel back
one side of the
transfer paper from
the backing paper.
While holding the
transfer paper with
the design portion
gently folded back,
use your scissors to cut away the blank backing paper that is
revealed.
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Hold the bare half
of the decal a few
inches above the wall
with slight tension to
prevent the decal
from touching. Use
your hand or
squeegee to smooth
the decal onto the wall starting from the center where the hinge
tape is and working your way out.

Watching Videos for Wall Decal Installation
is the best way to learn!
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Remove the
remaining
masking tape.
Carefully fold over the
other half, slowly
remove the rest of the
white backing paper
and press the rest of
the decal to the wall.
Use the squeegee
to ﬁrmly rub
across the entire vinyl
graphic. Using a
damp towel, get the
surface of the transfer
paper moist. This will
help release it from
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Identify the right
piece that should be
joined with existing
piece that you
already have pasted
on wall. You will need
to join the Triangular
Join marks of the piece that you have already installed with the
Triangular Join mark of the piece in your hand. Both registration
marks should make a nice Squar shape with a thin gap between
them. You will notice your design automatically will get align and
shape just like it suppose to be.

11Repeat the
center hinge method
in steps 2-7 or use a
top hinge as shown
below. If the piece is
large, use more tape
along the top to help
keep it secured to the
wall while you apply.
Also keep an eye on
the previously
installed part some
time it tends to stick
to the transfer paper
of second part being

the decal.
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Starting with one
corner and
working diagonally,
slowly pull the
transfer paper from
the surface of the wall
and decal. Pull slowly
at a 180 angle and if
needed, use your ﬁnger to push the revealed decal pieces
against the wall.
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Double check to make sure all of the decal has adhered to
the wall; use the backing paper as a barrier and go over the
decal with a squeegee. If needed, you can quickly go over the
decal with a hair dryer to work out any air bubbles. Be sure not to
leave the hair dryer in one place for too long or you could
damage your decal.
If your decal came in one solid piece, you’re done! If your
decal came in multiple pieces with Triangular
Joing-Marks marks, please continue on to step 9. If your
decal has other pieces without the registration marks,
simply repeat steps 2-7.
In some designs,
we’ve added Join
Marks (Tiny
Triangular)
registration marks to
help you line up your
other decal pieces.
Cut the extra paper
away from the decal where the square marks are; this will
make it easier to see in the next step.
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In most Join marks you will need to join the two parts
in a way that two triangles forms a square just like here
shown. Please note if cutting is required you will need to
very closely cut near these join marks. Most of the time
we put cuts near these Join Marks for your help.

It is highly recommended that you should
have a look at online Videos on our
Facebook page:
www.Facebook.com/SimranSinnan

VIDEO demonstra on is the best way to
know how to install your wall decals
(Vimeo & YouTube Video links)

For Small Decal
Good for Mul part
Small Tree Decal
Big Tree Decal
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ps://vimeo.com/116686411
ps://goo.gl/YUdKfM
ps://vimeo.com/117006196
ps://goo.gl/8y39LP

Wall Decals don't get damaged easily
Folding are OK!
- h ps://vimeo.com/117136182

